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"Whet do you meen, WIt're clesWbH-.ng our neighbours?"

NAMIBIAN RESIS'IER SUPPORTS SWAPO.

A young Black Namibian, Mr. Erick Binga,
has challenged the right of the South African
regi.rre to draft him into the South West
African Territorial Force (SWATF), a local
wing of the South African Defence Force.
Black opposition to military conscription
in Namibia has always been very much alive,
but this is the first case that has con
fronted the regi.rre in their own "coUrts
of law."

Erick Binga's opposition highlights the
predicament of the regi.rre when it comes
to coercing Black people to fight in defence
of apartheid. He states, "I have been a
member of SWAPO since 1977. How can I fight
against them if I believe they are engaged
in a just war." Erick's father also tes
tified that his older son, Ismael, left
Namibia and went into exile in 1978. It
is probable that he hcis joined PLAN (the
Peoples' Liberation Army of Namibia) and
thus Erick would be forced to face his own
brother in combat on the battlefield. Such
a situation is unaccepteble to the Binga
family.

One can have little hope appealing to
the apartheid courts for justice of any
kind. Yet, Erick's stand is so significant
because it exposes the interventionary role
of the South African armed occupation and
is just a small reminder of the united oppos
ition to apartheid within the Black Namibian
cormnmity.

We hope that such an obvious lesson helps
'raise some consciousness anong white South
African troops, forcing them to question
their role in the ongoing war in Namibia.
We are also encouraged by the ongoing knowledge
that even within the repressive armies,
there are black soldiers who are ideolog
ically opposed to waging war on their own
people and this can only serve the cause
of liberation.

Despite the awkwardness that tie sticky
summer creates for political organizers,
our organization is functioning actively.

'An ever-growing number of South African
war resisters are arriving in the United
States, evidence that the escalation of
war and militpry demands in defence of apart
heid have forced rrore young whites into
tqugher choices. Public resisters, Billy
Paddock and Peter Hathorn, are serving jail
tenns that have been increased to 6 years.
The openly-stated policies of the South
African military regi.rre are regional war
and destabilization, while atterrpting to
entrench continued racial domination by
whites in a new, reformed constitutional
scheme.

In addition, US society is becoming in
creasingly polarized on the questions of
racism, foreign intervention and nuclear
weapons and installations. SAMRAF feels
the need to continue to work with groups
and individuals here, who are pressing for
cr:ucial changes that are necessary and over
due in all of these areas.

Anti-war work in the US takes on so much
significance when weighed up against the
Reagan madness ai.rred at Central Arrerica.
We view our participation in CARD (Coalition
Against Registration and the Draft) as a
way of lending active support to building
a progressive consciousness anong young
people who will be coerced to fight wars
on behalf of US power.

The tasks facmg the progressive people
internationally are great and demand serious
thought, analysis and action. SAMRAF is
confident that it can make a small con
tribution toward the ultimate goal of peace
and equality on this planet.
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WHITE OFFICER DEFECTS.

Lieutenant Gerald Andreas Eckert (24),
a male nurse in Pretoria's military hospital
(I Mil) defected to t-bcambique early in
June this year. Eckert told a press con
ference in Maputo that he fled because he
ahated apartheid." "It is absolutely 100%
against my way of thinking," he said.

Gerald Eckert said that he treated many
South African anny casualties from Namibia
and proved that the rate is ITn.lch higher
than officially admitted by the South African
regiIre. This is not surprising, since it
is the strategy of the State Security Council
to boost the roorale of whites by highlighting
so-called victories and downplaying defeats.
Wild claims and outright lies are part and
parcel of the white supremacist propaganda
but are constantly being undone on the
battlefields of northern Namibia and the
war torn region of southern Angola. White
youth sometiIres, can only learn part of
the truth from their own experiences or
those of their friends and family.

Gerald Eckert did not commit himself
to ;upporting the liberation war. In fact,
he stated that the AOC was trying hard to
fight the apartheid system, but its rrembers
were wrong in trying to attract attention
to their cause by planting bombs. Perhaps
he will come around to understand the inevit
ability of confrontation and people fighting
back, and not see such attacks as "attention
attracters, II but rather calculated acts
of guerilla warfare.

However, Gerald Eckert ITn.lSt be corrpli
Irented on his brave stand to go against
his role, predetermined by apartheid.
His ability to expose some of the horrors
of apartheid's wars should have an effect
on young white kids going into the South
African anny and is certainly a positive
contribution toward encouraging further
dissension within the ranks.

*

RESISTIOO RACIAL VIOLENCE.

These are 2 exarrples of how war resistance
currently challenges the daninance of the
apartheid military in South Afri~.~
efforts of South African war res1sters 1n
exile, represent another direct challenge.

, It is so obvious that racial violence is
vJOven into the very fabric of South Mrican
society which we, as whites, are responsible
for identifying, undorstanding and uprooting.
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Our last newsletter carried a rather
detailed article about racial violence in
Brooklyn. Although people agreed with it,
some wondered why a newsletter, produced
by a South African war resister support
group would seek to deal with such an issue.
While it is true that News and Notes high
lights the role of white war resistance
in South Africa, we don't see that struggle
in a vacuum. We want to take this oppor
tunity to discuss the reasons why developing
an analysis on fighting racism here, is
an essential ingredient to a roore productive
contribution to the struggle against apart
heid.

The solidarity rrovement in this country
has always pointed to the role that the
US goverrurent and worldwide economic ex
ploitation play in collaboration with apart
heid. Understanding this is crucial to
being able to effectively fight it, but
then hov. do we, as social activists, con
cerned about the alliance between the US
and South Africa, irrplement a program to
a::mbat it. Both the AOC and SWAPO_state
clearly that they expect the Arrerican people
to do something about Reagan. This is a
very legitimate demand. But does this Irean
voting for a derrocrat? ~ does it Irean
appealing to influential institut~ons t~t ?

can affect SOIre reform in US fore1gn P011CY.
Perhaps a few of. these alternatives might
be marginally helpful, but they will not
halt the interference. of the US government,
the Pentagon and US capital in the lives
of Black South Africans and Namibians.

It seems to us that so many people in
this country , particularly Black and Third
World people, are aliented from the g<:>vern
Irent and all the other set-ups that e1ther
claim to represent them or play a major .
role in controlling their lives. Inequallty
is such an obvious reality of Arrerican soc
iety, as manifested by the racist actions.
of city governments, the cops, the educ~tlon

al system, the imnigration system, housmg,
healthcare and the job market. In many
real ways, the struggle against aparthe~d,

that is, against racial domination and V10
lence is nothing new for the majority of, . .
these people here, who, too, are VlctlffiS
of the sarre social evils.

The solidarity roovement here cannot set
itself apart from this fight. It canno~

change the pervasive influence of a rac.:lst
system, unless it understan~ ~ to flg~t
racism. In New York City this 1S so ObV10US,
when the ~lack roovement (which historically
has been the roost progressive force in
the anti-interventionary and solidarity



movements) is involved in direct local strug
gles, such as the current fight against
police brutality and ongoing racial attacks.
We can be sure that the people organizing
against this oppression are very conscious
of the struggle in South Africa. Their
ability to mobilize masses of people to
speak out against white supremacy at hare
and act against it, is what is going to
contribute to weakening US support for apart
heid South Africa.

These questions have to be confronted
by white activists too. Real solidarity
with Black people in South Africa starts
with taking up the cause of the Black corn..,.
rnunity inAIrerica.
We will continue to make these connections
in our newsletter because we believe they
attemptto fill a void in the overall analy
sis, particularly that provided by the white
solidarity movement. US foreign policy
cannot be changed significantly unless its
internal policies are also forced to trans
form. Otherwise, we are living under the
false illusion that this country is a full
democracy, that the constitution is a docu
ment which provides equal opportunity for
all, and it then just becorres a question
of getting rid of a more rabidly racist
administration. We may be seduced into
believing that actions of foreign interven
tion, from Puerto Rico on our doorstep,
to countries throughout Asia, America and
Africa are somehow separate from the racial
domination that has been full time practice
in the United States since Columbus sailed
the ocean blue. There were never any good
old days in this country. Get rid of Reagan
yes .••but who replaces him?

Our articles will be a small contribution
toward waging the fight from within. Wher
ever possible, we will participate in the
support of the Black, Latin and Native AIrer
ican liberation struggles here, as white
South African war resisters. It is going
to take more than the renaming of streets
or the passing of resolutions or the signing
of petitions or the diploma.ts' speeches
to make a real contribution to freedom in
Southern Africa. We have to destroy the
monster fram within.

'*
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THE POLICE. WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE ANYWAY?

Police brutality is a cutting issue for
Black land Third world peopl.e, particularly
in large urban centers in the United States.
Recently, in New York City, there was an
attempt by some Black cormnmity leaders
and Black politicians to expose this serious
problem. The problem being enunciated by
these people was not just the police and
their activities, but rather, the underlying
factor: that police IXMer is used as an
instrurrent of their oppression, an aspect
of racial domination in AIrerica.

For us in SAMRAF, this raised some very
revealing issues. The same can, of course,
be said of the police in South Africa.
For progressive whites, here anq in South
Africa, it is essential to understand how .
the police operate and who their primary
targets are. If we seek to contribute to
the liberation struggles in both situations,
we need to realise that we, too, have to
expose and fight this injustice.

It might not be too difficult to explain
police brutality in South Africa to AIrer
icans. Many people here would recognize
that the South African Police (SAP) certainly
overextend themselves and in certain in
stances, their role has been well-documented,
even in the regular US press. The 1977
murder of Steve Biko at the hands of SAP
interrogators in Port Elizabeth is one such
example. Others include massacres by the
police in the Sharpeville demonstrations
of March, 1960 and the Soweto uprisings
of June, 1976.
Let •s corrpare the nature and the role of
the police in South African and New York
CitY• Are there valid cooparisons? IX:>
police brutality and racially motivated
random police shootings exist in New York
City? What is crime and who are the real
criminals?

Since 1979, it is documented that at
least 45 Blacks and Hispanics have been
killed by the police in the New York metrop
olitan area. Take, for exarrple, Clifford
Glover, who was killed by a cop who testi
fied at his trial, "Your honor, all I saw
was the color of his skin." Clifford was
10 years old and shot while running away,
but the cop was acquitted in the trial.

Sore cases make the press, others do
not. Certain incidents resulted in public
outcry, such as the killing of cormnmity
leader, Arthur Miller, in 1978, or the "Bush
wick murders" in 1980, in which Ricky Lewis
and Eddie Gamble were killed while police
reportedly sang "another one bites the dust."



HELP THE
POUCE
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Then there was the sorrowful murder of Luis .
Baez who lost it all when the police pumped
24 b~llets into him on a hot August night
in Bedford Stuyvesant in 1979. Luis was
mentally retarded. MJre recently, there
was the killing of Larry Dawes, referred
to as the "rroped murder" because Larry was
literally run over on his rroped by police
officers in a blue and white in Brooklyn
for apparently "running a red light."

Every death has a story..rrost of the
victims were unanred an<i not at all a threat
to the officers involved. In fact, even
New YorJd> racist Mayor, Ed Koch, was quoted
as saying that 22 of these deaths were "ques
tionable." From our perspective, it appears
that every death was questionable.

In South Africa, statistics are much
higher. According to a recent investigation,
brought forward in South Africa's all white
parliaroont, 1,200 people have been killed
by the police in the last 6 years. These
murders were primarily of Blacks. These
statistics do not include people shot during
demonstrations and political disturbances.
In 1982, 188 people were killed, 128 of
whanwere resisting arrest. The report stated
that people were shot for "stealing a loaf
of bread" and said that cops in South Africa
had the reputation of being "trigger-happy" ..
an understateITEnt to say the least.

MJre recently, there have been charges
that police action in the townships of Lam:m
tville and Chesterville have created a state
of siege for the residents. The Joint Rent
Action Coornittee, a carmunity based group
said that "beatings in· the street and unpro
voked firing of teargas canisters had becClre
the order of the day." Obviously there
is very little that the people can do in
terms of appealing to the police. "How
can you lay a canplaint against the police
at a police station?" asked Klaas Malgas,
who had in his possesion 2 teargas canisters
which he says were fired :into his house.
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U1 a national level in South Africa,
the following statistic speaks for itself.
The South African "Minister of Law and Order, II

Ie Grange, disclosed recently that 71,000
policemen had spent 600,000 manhours at
roadblocks last year. This was revealed
when a new law was recently introduced,
allowing the police to set up roadblocks
and search cars without a warrant anywhere
in the country.

Both in the US and in South Africa, we
cannot rely on either statistics or brutal
exanplGS to prove the point that the police
perfonn a similar role. There are sorre
political realities which have to be taken
into account. Both societies suffer racial
inequality, where Black people have been
and are the victims of "extra-legal means
of justice." In South Africa, this is appar
ent in the history of violent colonialism
and the plunder of land and resources by
the Europeans. In Alrerica, it is evident
in the history of slavery" the Klan whippings
and lynchings and the continual violence
directed at Black people who have struggled
to gain equality. Violence of this kind
is sanctioned by both the US and South Af
rican authorities, at all levels of govern
ment.

In New York City for exarrple, it is a
very rare occurrence when a policeman is
brought to trial for racial violence.
The internal measures within the Police
Department and the Civilian Carplaint Review
Board (chosen by the Police Coornissioner)
are useless. Despite the role of the Review
Board as a token gesture by the authorities
to show sCIre concern, in 1966, when there
was first talk of a Review Board, the PBA
(Policemens' Benevolent Association) organ
ized successfully to halt its creation.
The results speak for themselves. There
has not been a single criminal conviction
of a white police officer for the racially
rrotivated killing of a Black person in NYC.
Slight suspensions, loss of pay and possible
transfer to another precinct are the rrost
serious penalties that these cops receive.
sare get prcm::>ted. This fits right into
the US national perspective where the convic
tion rate for police killings is a miniscule
.2%.

In South Africa, it is the common assump
tion of white people and the government,
that the violent death of a Black person
is a justified response by the perpetrator
to a criminal action. None of the cops
who carried out the massacres in Sharpeville
or Soweto or Crossroads or Kwa Mashu or
any of the other acts of forced removals
and quelling political uprisings have been



punished by the apartheid regiJre. None
of them wil~ ever be brought to justice
by the present system, because they were
merely fulfilli~g the duties assigned to
them by the people in power, the white minor
ity government.

In both South Africa and the US, various
myths have been developed to. explain CMay
police violence. The roost popular one is
that the criJre rate is higher arrong Blacks
and thus, so is the number of police shoot
ings. Dr. Gerry ~ndez of the National
Urban League in the United States (a civil
rights organization), undertook a study
of great magnitude. He investigated police
shootings in 54 cities with populations
of over 250,000 over a period of 10 years.
The statistics of arrest rate, violent arrest
rate, rate of assaults upon police officers
etc., were corrpared with the rate of police
shootings of Black people. The goal was
to detennine why the number of Black victims
was so disproportionate to the percentage
of the overall population. This study found
that "the best predictor of police shootings
is race." There was no other statistically
correlative factor found.

The definition of the 'WOrd "criJre" is
one which people (especially white people)
tend to blanketly accept without question.
What is crime'? How can it be guaged'? How
can it be prevented'? IX> the police exist
purely to fight crime'? Again, if we lcx;>k
at both countries, the US and South Afrlca,
to'answer these questions, the answers don't
seemto fit the given definitions.

We can list sorre of the criJres perpetrated
by those in power in the US over the years.
The Vietnam war was never considered a crime
by the US authorities, but it was in reality
a sequence of criminal acts of horrifying.
magnitude. People are horreless and starvmg
in Arrerica, while an elite live in the lap
of lUxury...surely this is a crime'? A recent
study revealed that while the educational
disparity between Blacks and whites disapp
eared between 1960 and 1980, the earning
power of Blacks remained constant at 56%
of what whites earn? Is this a crime?
The forced sterilization of Puerto Rican,
Black, Native Arrerican and poor white \\Uren
is a criJre. The killer heroin being pushed
with corrplete governmental approval in the
streets of New York is a criJre. Workers,
who are sweating in factories across this
country, making minimum wages and sufferring
fran diseases caused by industrial pollution,
while multi-national corporations are reaping
profits, are victi;3 of "criminal justice."
Surely the murders at Attica State Prison
in 1971, under the order of Rockefeller,
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constituted a criire?
Any atterrpt to view this country's his

tory / without recognizing the plunder of
Native Arrerican land, the genocide against
Native people and the ami-presence of slav
ery as an accepted part of the status quo,
is a distorted atterrpt to eradicate the
criJres comnitted by this countries "founding
fathers."

Likewise in South Africa, everything:
fran migrant labor to Pass laws, from horre
lands to the i.IrIrorality act, from malnutri
tion to the incarceration and murder of
political opponents, from slave wages to
the forced seParation of families, all of
this and roore constitute criJres so dreadful
that even the United Nations has defined
apartheid as "a criJre against humanity."

The crimes of presidents, prime ministers,
cabinets, governors, mayors, armies etc.
have caused rrore bloodshed and damage to
humanity than any individual petty street
"criminal. " While the Reagan Administration
considers sending ground troops to Central
Arrerica, we are told that a worker stealing
a pencil is a criminal. While so many people,
particularly a high percentage of Black
people, live in absolute abject poverty,
with no hope for anything in the future,
other than what they have now, Nancy Reagan
uses governmental spare change to buy new
china for the whitehouse.

So, with criminals in power, as they
are both in South Africa and here, they
define what crime is and is not. The police
protect these people, because they control
the police. If the police really wanted
to fight crime, they 'WOuld pursue these
people in powerful places with the sane
vigor that they 'WOuld chase and bust a young
bloOd in Brooklyn for stealing a car battery.

In cities like t'ew York and Johannesburg,
street crime does exist and it is certain
ly a nasty problem. But again, one must
look at the causes of crime, as well as
the definition of it. We are not crimin
ologists, but surely unerrployment, underem
ployment, drug addiction, alcoholism, and
a general disenfranchisement fran main
stream society are arrong the prime causes
of criJre. In this light, the police do



absolutely nothing to stop cr:i.rre. Rather
they serve to maintain the status quo: rich
over poor, white over Black, <men over waren.

When people seek to radically change
their position in society, the police play
a strategic role in defendin~ the interests
of those currently hoiding wealth and. power.
Thus, political activists are key targets
of the police. This is totally blatant in
southern Africa.

Prior to the South African Defence Force
(SADF) build-up in Namibia in the early
1970's, the South African Police played
the role of an occupying military force.
Activities such as the intimidation of people
active in political organizing, the breaking
of strikes, the patrolling of border areas,
the security of colonial institutions and
above all, actively canbatting SWAPO and
the aspirations of the Namibian people for
their independence, were their day-to-day
tasks. Likewise, in 1974, ZANU raised con
cern in the United Nations over the role
of thousands of South African policenen
on active canbat duty in northern Zimbabwe.
These cops were patrolling the borders of
Zimbabwe and Zambia. The South Africans
had the gall to demand the closing of gueri
lla bases in the frontline states for the
withdrawal of these police units.

In the USA, the use of police agencies
to combat the liberation struggle is well
docurrented. Recently, when Native Americans
at Akwesasne in upstate New York, sought
to ·reclaim their land, they were besieged
by rrembers of the New York State Police.
The prograrnre instituted by J •Edgar Hoover,
corrm:mly referred to as COINTELPRO (the
Counter Intelligence Programre), was a
concerted and successful effort by the
police, both local and federal to intervene
in the Black radical rrovement and disrupt
it. This programre resulted in the death,
assasination and irrprisorurent of hundreds
of comnitted activists.

wnat makes individuals want to join the
police force'? In South Africa, roost police
nen are white and represent the roore gung
ho portion of white society. While sCIre
young white nen join the police as part
of their earpulsory military service (rather
than the army), the majority of white police
nen in South Africa willingly support the
violent enforcenent of apartheid. In SAM
RAF's experience with white dissidents fran
the apartheid military, we have had very
few positive dealings with ex-South African
policenen, who have supposedly turned around.
In fact, it is saf~ to say that one should
be very wary of individuals who have had
any working rela:tionship with the South
African Police. 6

There are a significant t1'lJI'tIber l)f Black
policemen in the SAP. Manipulated in an
extretrely racist manner by the authorities,
these policeroon are used for sare of the
roore dirty work performed by the SAP. For
exan:ple, during the uprisings in 1976, Black
policeroon from different urban and rural
areas were brOUght into Soweto to do sare
of the shooting and killing. The goal of
this tactic was to diffuse the possibility
of reprisals and resistance within the police
force.

Although sare Black police officers might
be in the force due to economic necessity,
they have to realize that they are lining
up on the wrong side. The liberation forces,
in particular the ANC, have stated sone
very clear reminders of this with several
attacks on Black policenen and police sta
tions in the Past few years.

Here, in the US, it is slightly different.
Sare individuals might join the police be
cause its a job or because they really be
lieve they are providing a service to the
conmunity. While we recognize this, it
then becones the responsibility of these
cops to realize the predicarrent they are
in and to speak out and act against the
injustices in which their own force is in
volved.

While there might be decent individuals
within the police force, these racist instit
utions are playing an extrenely negative
role. We cannot afford to view the role
of the individual separate from the role
of the entire frarrework of the institution.
Authority sets the rules and the police
have to adhere to this. As long as the
police are willing to serve their masters,
they are the enemy of all poor people.

The right to live a life free of violence
is one of the lIDSt basic and fundarrental

~
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of human rights, but one which Black people
in this country and South Africa are denied.
How can a problem so endemic to both socie
ties be changc:d'?

In South Africa, the oppressed people
have embarked on a program of change, a
program involving much roore than transfonning
the violent nature of the police force.
It is a program calling into question the
legitimacy of all the ruling institutions
and is striving to overthr()IN the system
of apartheid. Part of this strategy involves
actively confronting the IX>lice and the
military.

In the US, rreasures such as the election
on new .M:lyors, the apIX>intrrent of new Police
Commissioners, and the holding of Congres
sional hearings can only go so far. We
certainly sUPIX>rt these efforts. They may
Partially stem the tide of IX>lice violence,
as has been shown in cities such as Gary,
Binningham and Newark, where the number
of victims has declined.

It is foolish, however, to think that
this can actually reroody the problem. The
problem is too fund.arrental for rrethods within
the system, thesarre system which perpetuates
racism and violence itself. Police brut
ality ("..an only be cured when the need for
the systematic exploitation and oppression
of people by use of force is rerooved.

Cops will only stop shooting people when
they take the side of the people or are
forced to understand that that they take
a grave risk when they do so. When a cop
understands that he may seric:us1y shorten
his future by killing a Black youth on the
streets, he may give it a second thought.

It is not as if the corrparisons between
the IX>lice in South Africa and the IX>lice
in the US are purely ones for ideological
Jiscussion. we cannot easily forget that
the US government endorsed the sale of 2,500
shock batons to the South African IX>lice
in 1982. Or that IX>lice personnel fran
South Africa are trained in the United Sta
tes. For exanple, in November, 1982, top
South African IX>lice chiefs, including Major
General Verster, head of the riot squad
and counter-insurgency unit, attended a
IX>lice convention in Atlanta and also visited
Washington. The alliance is real ... the
effects deadly. In both situations, people
of color bear· the brunt of this insane power,
while white people on the whole, tend to
silently, and in serne cases vociferously
endorse it.

Cops on the beat, either out of their
ll1dl.vidual IX>litia:. or socialization tend
to enforce the prejudices of those in power.
While whites might not feel as threatened
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by cops as Black people do, cops will only
defend white people if they behave in the
way the system expects them to. So, while
their syrrpathetic feelings t()INard the IX>lice
might care fran their <JINn false sense of
security and their own racism, this is super
ficial. At any IX>int that white workers
seriously threaten the status quo, they
too will have to deal with the police.

Organizing effectively against this in
justice has to not only involve the resis
tance of the .i.rrrrediate victims, but also
those who, right n<JIN, might not necessarily
be affected by it. If we, as whites, deplore
the system under which people livethere
and in the US, and see our liberation as
Part of their liberation, we too, have to
act. Apartheid is not sorrething that is
just limited to South Africa. It's gatekeep
ers in unifo:rm, whether in Erixton, Miami,
Brooklyn or Soweto have to be exposed and
brought d<JlNn.

*

BOZO OF THE M:>NTH.

Rod Stewart has collected a couple of
titles in his career. Back in 1978, he
received "Scurnbag of the Month" award, a
title offered by ROck Against Racism, for
his pathetic rantings about what a good
bloke Enoch Powell (a racist cur) was and
hO\>l Britain should be all white and how
all these imnigrants .should be deported.
Well, sorre of us have never forgiven Rod
Stewart for that, so we weren't to surprised
when he jetted over to South Africa (via
EI Al) for a 10 day tour.

Rod Stewart has this reputation of being
a regular working class character, that
really likes hanging out in the pub and
watching the local football team etc. Ob
viously his class consciousness goes about
as far as the lyrics of his latest songs
do, which offer as much contribution to
society as Walter Cronkite gave to punk
rock or Henry Kissinger did for the revol
ution.

This kind of knee-jerk nonsense by some
body who claims to reach out to young people
with something IX>sitive is a little too
much. Perhaps Rodders will take his own
advice and either "collect his books and
go back to school," but certainly he "better
steal his daddy's cue" cos he won't only
need it for making a living out of playing
pool, but also to defend himself against
scme righteous anger.

*



AN APPEAL FOR SUPPORT.

News and Notes is our primary platform
for communicating with our allies, and
interested individuals and organizations
in the United States. we produce 6 issues
a year and the newsletter reaches over 400
people. It costs us about $160 per issue
and rrost of this expense is caught up in
mailing costs. We hope to offset sare
of that cost by encouraging you to subscribe
to News and Notes. It costs $10 a year.
* To those of you who have contributed
recently, a big thank you, with the hope
that you can donate fran ti.rre to ti.rre.
* To those of you who have been receiving
News and Notes for the PaSt year without
making $10 contribution, please try to
spare that arrount in the future.
* To those of you who send us your pub
lications in return for ours, thanks very
much and keep them rolling. We also appre
ciate responses fran political activists
to the viewpoints of our News and Notes.
* To our Advisory Board Ireffibers, we consider
News and Notes our main vehicle for corrm
unication with you. We would really welcorre
your feedback.
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* Contributing towards involving waren
.in war resistance work.

The US governrrent and multi-national
corporations are a serious enemy to both
the peoples of South Africa and Black,
Third World and working people here. Racism
in the US is one of the major stundJling
blocks in building a viable movement which
challenges US collaboration with South
Africa and fights for peoples liberation
here. SAMRAF believes it must be involved
in the struggle in the US, not only because
the US is a threat to liberation in South
Africa, but also because it is our respons
ibility to fight the enemy on all fronts.

OUr prograrnre to support this struggle
includes the following:
* Participating in the Southern Africa
solidarity movement, thereby raising poli
tical and material support for the national
liberation movements.
* Participating in other social rrovements
such as the disa.J:l'l'lClIrent rrovement and the
anti-war movement, raising the issue of
South Africa and the need to fight white
supremacy. .
* Participating in the anti-racist struggle
in the US and thus supporting the liberation
of oppressed peoples here.

SAMRAF AND OUR PR03RM-ME. *

New York:

San Francisco:

SAMRAF CONrACTS:

(312) 252-2849.

500 POINTS500 POINTS

* * *
500 POINTS500 POINTS

KEEP fiRING TILL ALL IS CLEAR
5000 PO INTS WINS fREE SOC \ET Y

Chicago:

f'Jr lrr
QUEEN GENERAL POPE PRIME MINISTER

(415) 641-9055.

29 7th Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217.
(212) 638-0417.

SAMRAF is a political organization made
up of white South African military resis
ters, political exiles and American supp
orters. SAMRAF' s goal is to contribute
toward the creation of an independent South
Africa, free fram white supremacy and
foreign exploitation. To do this, we en
courage resistance within the alrrost all
white South African army, in order to weaken
its deadly effect and to help create a
pro-liberation sentirrent within certain
sectors of" the white community, particu
larly draftees. We believe this provides
concrete support to the liberation rrovements
in Namibia and South Africa.

OUr prograrnre to support war resistance
includes the following:
* Producing and distributing propaganda
which encourages resistance to apartheid
military service.
* Providing services for genuine South
African war resisters who flee South Africa
and arrive in the US, especially those
who are seeking political asylum.
* Initiating actions, such as campaigns
and derronstrations, which will send signals
of our call for res; stance into South Africa
and make our presence known to those who
are considering alternatives.
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